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The phenomenology of galaxies at z~0

Large area imaging and (fiber) spectroscopic surveys key for progress in the last decade 

e.g., Kauffmann+2003; Tremonti et al. 2004; Blanton & Moustakas 2009

Disks Bulges

e.g., Schiminovich+ 2007; Renzini & Peng 2015

e.g., da Cunha+2008; Viaene+2015; Pacifici+2016
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Getting closer to the astrophysics of galaxies

The wonders of integral field spectroscopy
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The Sydney-AAO Multi-object IFS (SAMI)

• 13x61 fibre IFUs
• Fused fiber bundles; high fill factor (~75%)
• 15” bundle diameter (each fiber is 1.6”) 
• Positioned on 1 degree diameter field-of-view
• Feeds AAT AAOmega spectrograph
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The Sydney-AAO Multi-object IFS (SAMI)

• Plates drilled by the AAT

• 12 objects, 1 calibration star, 3 guide bundles

• One plate can be used for up to 2 fields

• SAMI Galaxy Survey 7 dither pattern (3.5 h)

• Plate plug/unplug done manually

• Procedure takes between 30 min and 1hours 
depending on plugger ability and `crowdness' 
of the field
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The SAMI Galaxy Survey

IFU survey of ~3000 nearby galaxies with two separate selections

GAMA Equatorial Regions ~2400 galaxies

Multiple volume-stellar mass limited samples

Cluster survey ~600 galaxies

Cover the entire range of halo masses
Nearly complete above 1010Msun
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The SAMI Galaxy Survey DR2
Cubes and value-added products publicly available for ~1600 galaxies

https://sami-survey.org/abdr

Scott et al. 2018

https://sami-survey.org/abdr
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The 3 major IFS surveys in a nutshell

Sanchez 2015

SAMI unique in terms of: 
higher gas velocity resolution
wider stellar mass range 
wider environmental coverage (cluster regime) 
homogenous quality of ancillary data [FUV to FIR] and legacy potential 

Highly complementary to other IFS surveys

Why SAMI?
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Gas physics
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Ionisation and gas-phase metallicities
5246 H. Poetrodjojo et al.

Figure 7. Each galaxy is presented with a 2 × 2 grid containing the results of our work. The top-left image of each grid contains the same SDSS image as
Fig. 2. The Hα emission line map with contours below the SDSS image is also identical to Fig. 2. To the right of each SDSS image is the ionization parameter
map in units of log (cm s−1) with overplotted Hα contours for comparison. Below each ionization parameter map is the associated error map, as described in
Section 3.6. Note that scale bars have been varied between different maps and galaxies in order to provide the best resolution possible.

must be taken when comparing results between different studies as
the stellar mass distribution of the sample may have a heavy impact
on the results obtained. Sánchez et al. (2012, 2014) and Sánchez-
Menguiano et al. (2016a) excluded the inner (R/Re < 0.5) and outer
(R/Re > 2.0) galactic radii when measuring the metallicity gradi-
ents because of the observed flattening of the metallicity gradient
that occurs at these radii (Bresolin et al. 2009; Rosales-Ortega et al.
2011; Bresolin, Kennicutt & Ryan-Weber 2012; Marino et al. 2012;
Sánchez et al. 2012, 2014; Sánchez-Menguiano et al. 2016a). We
find metallicity gradient flattening occurring at R/Re < 0.5 only for
GAMA-106717 using either the PP04 O3N2 or KK04 diagnostic.
Only two of our galaxies (GAMA-144402 and GAMA-622744) are
observed beyond 2Re, and neither show any clear flattening of the
metallicity gradient.

Ho et al. (2015) used the KD02 metallicity diagnostic to deter-
mine the metallicity gradients of a sample of CALIFA and WiFeS
galaxies. Using the R25 scale length to normalize the metallicity
gradients, Ho et al. (2015) found no significant dependence on
stellar mass. Ho et al. (2015) found a mean metallicity gradient
of −0.39 ± 0.18 dex/R25. We determine the metallicity gradients
using the KD02 diagnostic, but the uncertainties in R25 for our
sample were too large for a reliable comparison (based on values
obtained from HyperLeda; Makarov et al. 2014). We instead assume
a crude approximation of R25=3.6Re based on fits to S0 galaxies by

Williams, Bureau & Cappellari (2009). Using this approximation,
we obtain a mean metallicity gradient of −0.48 ± 0.18 dex/R25.
Although the metallicity gradients agree within the errors, it is im-
portant to keep in mind that we have used only an approximation
to R25 and have used the R-band scale length instead of the B-band,
which was used in Ho et al. (2015).

6.2 Scatter around metallicity gradients

For the majority of metallicity gradients, the scatter increases no-
ticeably at larger radii. Within 1Re, the standard deviation away
from the metallicity gradient is approximately 0.04 dex and in-
creases to 0.08 dex beyond 1Re. We find that this is driven mostly
by the decrease in line flux, and hence S/N, at larger radii in the
SAMI data. At an integrated Hα S/N < 80, the scatter is 0.07 dex,
whereas at a Hα S/N > 80, the scatter decreases to about 0.03 dex.
However, a decrease in S/N does not account for all of the increase
in scatter. In five of our galaxies, we notice that more than half of
the spaxels within 1Re have a S/N < 80 and have significantly less
scatter than those spaxels at radii larger than 1Re. We also notice
a large bias of the scatter towards lower metallicities. We find that
spaxels that deviate more than 0.1 dex from the metallicity gradient
have an increased R23 line ratio. All these spaxels also lie on the
upper branch of the KK04 R23 metallicity diagnostic. The combina-
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Figure 7. Each galaxy is presented with a 2 × 2 grid containing the results of our work. The top-left image of each grid contains the same SDSS image as
Fig. 2. The Hα emission line map with contours below the SDSS image is also identical to Fig. 2. To the right of each SDSS image is the ionization parameter
map in units of log (cm s−1) with overplotted Hα contours for comparison. Below each ionization parameter map is the associated error map, as described in
Section 3.6. Note that scale bars have been varied between different maps and galaxies in order to provide the best resolution possible.
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Figure 3. KK04 R23 metallicity gradients used in our analysis. We show 1σ error bars for each spaxel, determined from the method described in Section 3.6.
The best linear fit to the metallicity gradient is given as a red line. The median metallicity in bins of 0.1 R/Re are filled red circles. The results are summarized
in Table 2.

Menguiano et al. (2018) showed that broken linear fits can also
be used to describe the metallicity gradients of MUSE galaxies.
Broken linear fits allow for the fitting of steepening or flattening
metallicity gradients, resulting in a more robust fit for metallicity
gradients that vary with radii. For this study, we use single linear
fits to the galaxy metallicity gradients. We determine the radial
distance of each pixel from the centre, taking into account the el-
lipticity and position angle of the object. We also normalize the
radius by the size of its disc using its effective radius (Re) in the
R band measured using GALFIT (Peng et al. 2002) by the GAMA
survey (Kelvin et al. 2012). This removes the size dependence that
the metallicity gradient has when measured on a physical scale
(Sánchez et al. 2014; Ho et al. 2015). We use the robust line fitting
routine LTS LINEFIT (Cappellari et al. 2013) to fit a linear trend
to the data. We choose LTS LINEFIT for its ability to identify and
separate outliers from the input data as well as provide standard
errors to the output fit parameters. To calculate the standard errors
on the output fit parameters, we provide LTS LINEFIT with the
metallicity errors calculated from the method described in Section
3.6. We show the radial metallicity gradients of our sample in Fig. 3
along with the best linear fit and radially binned median points.
The Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) is a measure of the pres-
ence of a linear trend. A magnitude of greater than 0.6 is usually
accepted as a strong indication of a linear trend. The majority of
radial metallicity gradients determined by LTS LINEFIT show a
strong trend (PCC magnitude > 0.6), with four galaxies presenting

with very strong PCC (magnitude > 0.8). Fig. 5 shows the normal-
ized metallicity gradients of galaxies against their stellar masses.
Within our mass range of 9.0 < log (M∗/M⊙) < 10.5, the normal-
ized metallicity gradients range from −0.20 to −0.03 dex/Re. There
appears to be a slight correlation with steeper metallicity gradients
occurring at higher masses. We fit the relationship with a linear
trend and find a slope of −0.065 ± 0.021 dex/Re/log (M∗/M⊙)
with a PCC of −0.54. Belfiore et al. (2017) find a similar trend
with steeper metallicity gradients occurring in more-massive galax-
ies in the mass range 9.0 < log (M∗/M⊙) < 10.5. Estimating the
error on the PCC through bootstrapping analysis, we find PCC =
−0.54± 0.06 for the relationship between stellar mass and metallic-
ity gradients. This indicates that there exists a weak negative linear
trend between stellar mass and metallicity gradients for galaxies
in the mass range 9.0 < log (M∗/M⊙) < 10.5. This disagrees with
previous studies by Sánchez et al. (2012, 2014), Ho et al. (2015),
and Sánchez-Menguiano et al. (2016a), who found no variation in
radial metallicity gradients in their sample when normalized with
either R25 or Re.

4.2 Mass–metallicity relation

While the radial metallicity gradients appear to be weakly dependent
on galaxy masses, across 9.0 < log (M∗/M⊙) < 10.5 there still exists
the global mass–metallicity relation. Fig. 6 shows the correlation of
the metallicity intercept with stellar mass for multiple metallicity
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Metallicity and ionization mapping 5247

Figure 8. Same as Fig. 3 for ionization parameter. The results are summarized in Table 3.

tion of these two effects leads to a lower metallicity measurement.
In addition, the KK04 R23 metallicity diagnostic becomes less sen-
sitive to metallicity at higher values of R23, which only enhances
this deviation. The larger R23 line ratio is caused by an increase in
both the [O II]/Hβ and [O III]/Hβ line ratios. The [O II]/Hβ line ratio
has a larger percentage increase than the [O III]/Hβ line ratio. This
leads to an overall decrease in the [O III]/[O II] line ratio, causing
lower ionization parameter measurements for a metallicity range of
7.6 < 12 +log(O/H)<9.2. One explanation for the enhanced line
ratios at large radii is diffuse ionized gas (DIG) contamination.
Using data from the MaNGA survey, Zhang et al. (2017) demon-
strated the effects of DIG on emission line ratios and metallicity
diagnostics. They found that the [O II]/Hβ line ratio is enhanced in
DIG-dominated regions, while the DIG effects on the [O III]/Hβ line
ratio depend on the specific situation of the galaxy. In both cases,
they also found a decrease in the [O III]/[O II] line ratio.

6.3 Mass–metallicity relation

Fig. 6 shows the metallicity intercepts as a function of stellar mass
with the mass–metallicity fit from Kewley & Ellison (2008) shown
as the dotted red line. A small positive offset of 0.13 was re-
quired to optimally fit the mass–metallicity relation to the inter-
cept data; this is shown as the solid red line. This is to account
for the fact that we are using the interpolated central metallicity,
which simulates an infinitesimally small central aperture. The in-
terpolated central metallicity would be systematically higher than
the global metallicity or larger aperture metallicity measurements

Figure 9. Normalized ionization parameter gradients using the KK04 O32
diagnostic as a function of stellar mass. We find no significant variation in
the ionization parameter gradient as a function of galaxy mass.

because we are not averaging the regions of high and low metal-
licity. Tremonti et al. (2004) were able to simulate the effects of
changing aperture metallicity measurements by showing that nearer
galaxies had larger aperture metallicities than those further away of
similar size. The nearer galaxies had a larger apparent size, mean-
ing that they were restricted to sampling a smaller fraction of the
galaxy.
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R/Re

• Resolved distributions of O/H and q

• Radial gradients in O/H but not in q

• Variations in q are important for O/H estimates

• Methods no allowing for varying q may introduce 
bias in metallicity estimates

• Getting closer to more reliable O/H?

Poetrodjojo et al. 2018
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Ionised gas outflows in nearby galaxies

• Ability to isolate kinematic and ionisation 
signatures of outflows

• Disturbance in velocity field (i.e., multiple 
velocity components)

• Ionisation/velocity dispersion extraplanar 
gradients

• Hint that SFR surface density key parameter 
driving likelihood of ionised gas outflow

• Full survey will provide best local sample

Ho I-T. et al. 2014, 2016
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Kinematic scaling relations
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The power of resolved kinematics for both gas and stars

LC et al. 2014

Unified dynamical scaling relation for galaxies of all types

Scatter (0.1dex) similar to pruned TF and FJ relations

Tully-Fisher Faber-Jackson

S0.5=(0.5V2+σ2)1/2

S0.5

Gas vs. Stars

Morphology

Rotation and dispersion within one effective radius
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Taking advantage of gas and stars simultaneously

Ability to trace both gas and stars simultaneously provides great sanity check

Combining rotation and dispersion balance effect of asymmetric drift
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Angular momentum and optical morphology

15

Visual morphology Sersic Index Stellar spin parameter λR

The scatter of M*-j* relation correlates with stellar distribution
Galaxies sit on a `plane’: “morphology” set by mass and j.

Note: this is just within 1re! 

LC et al. 2016
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Galaxy Shapes and Stellar Ages

16

van de Sande et al. 2018

Intrinsic shape of galaxies linked to stellar ages
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Constraining cosmological simulations of galaxy formation

17

SAMI vs. EAGLE SAMI vs. Horizon AGN

van de Sande et al. in prep.

Cosmological simulations not able to produce thin/fast-rotating disks
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Role of environment 
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How are galaxies really transformed?
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Group environment

Cluster environment

First unbiased IFS census of cluster galaxies

Representative sample of perturbed/jelly-fish systems

Rapid truncation features (Hδ-strong) only for infalling population.

Owers et al. in prep 

LC et al. in prep 

SF quenching
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Ability to reveal how satellites are transformed in groups

Disentangle between quenching and structural changes


Any structural changes take place after quenching
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The SAMI Galaxy Survey

Extremely rich dataset
Scratched only the tip of the iceberg
Full dataset key for statistical studies
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HECTOR
The next-generation Australian IFS instrument

30 arcsec
217 fibres

HECTOR-I: 21 hexabundles across a 2 degree field
13 SAMI-like+ 8 bigger (up to 30”) bundles 

Credit: Julia Bryant

New spectrograph: Continuous coverage from 3726 to 7761A R=1.3A
Major improvement in stellar kinematic studies  

Commissioning to start in mid 2019
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The HECTOR Galaxy Survey
The next-generation Australian IFS survey

Primary scientific drivers:  Extend stellar kinematic studies below 1010 Msun 
     Link galaxy evolution to LSS (role of filaments in build-up of AM)

   Maximise synergy with blind ASKAP HI survey 
 

Targeted regions:  Primarily 4MOST WAVES-wide/-deep footprint

Detailed target selection under way: aiming for 10-20k galaxy survey [starting in ~2020] 
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The case for a CAHA IFS survey of nearby galaxies

Highly complementary to SAMI/HECTOR and MANGA: smaller samples but better spatial resolution

Going for higher spectral resolution would increase discovery potential: at least 20-30 km/s in Hα

Main competitor SDSSV: Local Volume Mapper program
    MW, LMC,SMC, M31, M33 plus galaxies with D<5 Mpc (R~4000)
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Focus on the 5<D<20 Mpc (including Virgo!) - Huge legacy value (in particular if same spec. resolution)


